These uniform regions contain minimal information, and not surprisingly, they evoke very little neural activity in visual cortex. Inhibition is an effective means for dealing with visual monotony. Older people can discriminate visual motion of large,
Future research should more closely examine funcbetter) with increasing grating size, the same summational consequences of the observations reported by tion effect seen in younger people. It is true that, on Betts and colleagues. Such work not only will shed light average, thresholds for the older participants were on presently speculative links between abnormal censomewhat elevated, which is hardly surprising given ter-surround suppression and visual dysfunction in sewhat we know about vision and aging. The surprising nescence, but also will help us understand functional outcome occurred when older people were tested roles of center-surround inhibition in normal vision. using high-contrast moving gratings. Here, motion Furthermore, we still know very little about the extent discrimination thresholds varied hardly at all with gratto which visual mechanisms other than center-surround ing size, providing no hint for the involvement of surantagonism are affected by age-related weakening of round suppression. Thus, because younger observers' inhibition. For example, age-related decline in the abilthresholds increase dramatically with increasing size ity to discriminate small differences in motion direction while older observers' thresholds remain stable, older (Ball and Sekuler, 1986 ) may derive from diminished observers are able to perform motion judgments under cortical inhibition and associated broadening of neuconditions where younger observers find the task imronal selectivity. Clearly, a large number of outstanding possible (Figure 1 ). That's the surprising, "good news" questions remain. Their resolution will require convergaspect of the Betts et al. study.
ing evidence from psychophysical studies and primate But is this really good news for the elderly? To anresearch where GABA levels can be experimentally maswer this question, let's consider why their perfornipulated (Leventhal et al., 2003) . We can all hope that mance is better. Betts and colleagues provided a relathis line of research will eventually yield treatment optively straightforward explanation: if one assumes that tions for some of the problems that await us in old age. poor ability of young observers to perceive large, highcontrast moving objects is a perceptual correlate of strong center-surround antagonism (Tadin et 
